
2018 Rebates, Specials and Discounts 

- “Return Customer” Program (Up to a $750 Discount) 

Save an additional $300.00 on the base price of your telescope, or telescope structure, 
purchase if you’ve already purchased a telescope or telescope structure from us in the 
past. Save an additional $300.00 (in total) on available upgrades such as focuser 
upgrades, secondary mirror upgrades, aluminum altitude bearings, secondary dew 
heater, ServoCat GoTo/Track, etc. For those who wish to have their telescopes shipped 
or delivered by us, an additional $150.00 discount on shipping or delivery will be given. 

These savings total up to $750.00! Please note the following “fine print”: 

- Applicable only to those who purchased at least one telescope or telescope structure from us 
in the past. Discount cannot be given to those who purchased a Teeter’s Telescope on the 
used market; 

- Program is also applicable if two telescopes are purchased by the same person at the same 
time; 

- Those customers picking up their telescopes and/or telescope structures in person from our 
workshop do not qualify for the additional $150.00 shipping/delivery discount, sorry; 

- No retroactive discounts can be given for previous orders; 
- Additional limitations not expressly detailed here may affect your ability to qualify for these 

discounts. Teeter’s Telescopes retains the right to deny approval of said discounts at its own 
discretion. 

- “Refer a Friend” Program (Up to a $600 Discount) 

Save an additional $250.00 on the base price of your telescope, or telescope structure, 
purchase by referring a friend to us who then also purchases a telescope or telescope 
structure. Save an additional $200.00 (in total) on available upgrades such as focuser 
upgrades, secondary mirror upgrades, aluminum altitude bearings, secondary dew 
heater, ServoCat GoTo/Track, etc. For those who wish to have their telescopes shipped 
or delivered by us, an additional $150.00 discount on shipping or delivery will be given. 

These savings, up to $600.00 in total, also then apply to your friend’s purchase as well! 
Please note the following “fine print”: 
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- Both telescope and/or telescope structure purchases must be made during the same 
production run; 

- However, both telescopes and/or telescope structures need not be of the same aperture, focal 
ratio or contain the same upgrades; they can be different; 

- Those customers picking up their telescopes and/or telescope structures in person from our 
workshop do not qualify for the additional $150.00 shipping/delivery discount, sorry; 

- You and your friend must mention each other’s name during the order process so the two 
orders can be tied together and full discounts given to both parties; 

- No retroactive discounts can be given for previous orders; 
- Additional limitations not expressly detailed here may affect your ability to qualify for these 

discounts. Teeter’s Telescopes retains the right to deny approval of said discounts at its own 
discretion. 

- “Club Scope” Program (Up to a $600 Discount) 

This program is intended for astronomy club’s looking to purchase a telescope or 
telescope structure for use by their club membership. The telescope can be for public 
outreach hosted by the club or provided as a loaner telescope for members in good 
standing. Similar to the “Refer a Friend” program above, the same $250.00 base price 
discount, $200.00 discount for available upgrades and $150.00 discount on shipping/
delivery also apply to this program. The following “fine print” applies to these discounts: 

- Astronomy Club must be an established club with steady membership, regular meetings and/
or regular observing sessions; 

- The club must submit in writing a copy of their bylaws, or proof of incorporation and/or non-
profit status; we’re trying to weed out individuals posing as a club in order to qualify for these 
discounts, so proof that a club is purchasing the telescope is required; 

- Discount is applicable to multiple telescopes and/or telescope structures in the same order; 
- Those customers picking up their telescopes and/or telescope structures in person from our 

workshop do not qualify for the additional $150.00 shipping/delivery discount, sorry; 
- No retroactive discounts can be given for previous orders; 
- Additional limitations not expressly detailed here may affect your ability to qualify for these 

discounts. Teeter’s Telescopes retains the right to deny approval of said discounts at its own 
discretion. 
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